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CEOCFO: Mr. Krush, what was the vision when you created Lunarline and 
where are you today?
Mr. Krush: When we started 12 years ago, we focused on areas neglected by 
traditional cyber companies. Back then, there were few companies truly 

dedicated to cyber. However, there were lots of government and commercial organizations that created critical 
infrastructure but they never really integrated security. They waited until something bad happened and then they would 
run and find some security people. We built Lunarline to help these sectors. Some organizations were compliance-
focused, some were government and some were commercial companies that simply built critical infrastructure. Since 
then, as we have grown and matured, we have built a security platform to provide our customers with complete cyber 
security and privacy support. We also have a security training division, the Lunarline School of Cyber Security, where we 
train thousands of security and privacy professionals each year, and offer certifications. We have managed security 
services, hunt teams and penetration testing teams, and we serve as the security operation center for several large banks 
and federal, government and commercial partners. Our products division focuses on security automation, so our team and 
clients don’t spend time on tasks that don’t need a lot of brainpower. Finally, we have commercial and federal divisions 
that provide services like compliance, enterprise security strategy, and cyber intelligence. We have really grown 
throughout the years, and we are now a full spectrum security firm. 

CEOCFO: With so many approaches to security, how do you come up with a solution that takes in all of the 
pieces that need to be looked at and how do you customize it for a particular client?
Mr. Krush: There is no one-size-fits-all solution. It does not work that way in security. And there are parts of security that 
can never be outsourced. Certain organizations are highly sensitive to different aspects of the security puzzle. We have 
Fortune 100 customers and federal clients that each need specialized capabilities to help their security and privacy 
programs. These clients don’t always just need great training or a compliance shop – that won’t necessarily solve their 
problems. Sometimes managed services won’t solve their security issues either. So we spend a lot of time figuring out 
each organization’s security posture and filling in the gaps. We also focus on teaching our clients to “fish” for themselves 
as we see the greatest success when everyone is trained to do their job securely. 

CEOCFO: How do you get people to take it seriously, whether it is just making sure it is a decent password or not 
clicking on attachments?
Mr. Krush: We try to inform all levels of the organization – even parts that you may not think are critical to a security 
program. We do awareness training, and make all employees aware of the issues that the technical/security team is 
facing. We also do executive training on what leadership needs to know about risk management, what kind of compliance 
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issues they need to worry about, and what legal and regulatory issues that cyber impacts. In the past, this training has 
been a hard sell, but we’ve gotten to a point where most organizations know they need it and come to us for help. 

CEOCFO: Are there particular points in time where a company or agency might call you in?
Mr. Krush: There are times when they call us in to train their staff up for some new initiative. We get calls into many 
organizations after they – or someone in their vertical – have just had a significant breach. On the program and consulting 
side, for our healthcare, telecommunications and technology clients, we get called in because we are well-known in the 
areas of IPS security, such as control devices, medical devices and crypto. 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about being recognized in the SmartCEO Future 50 Awards recently?
Mr. Krush: We are very proud of being selected as a Future 50 awardee for the fourth year in a row, as well as the other 
awards that our company has received in the past year. It has helped us grow. We have been around for a long time, but 
we do not spend significant amounts of money on business development and marketing; instead, we rely on word of 
mouth. Awards like this help spread the word about Lunarline’s cyber security capabilities.

CEOCFO: How do you attract talent? Do people want to work for you because of the depth of what you do?
Mr. Krush: Our achievements in cyber and privacy have really allowed us to attract some of the top talent across all the 
verticals we work in. We have a reputation for hiring great folks and giving them the resources and space they need to 
develop innovative solutions to cyber challenges. This has allowed us to recruit and retain the “Jedis” within the cyber and 
privacy realm. 

CEOCFO: How do you stay ahead of the ever-changing landscape?
Mr. Krush: I am very hands-on. I not only help run the day-to-day operations of the company, but I also jump into 
customer engagements on an ongoing basis. I like technical problems. I help our solutions and products staff, and our 
CNO team, come up with ways to identify the problems our customers and even their affiliates are seeing. Then we work 
on a solution, or adapt a solution we already have for that specific customer.

CEOCFO: What is next for Lunarline?
Mr. Krush: One of our big initiatives is a suite of different tools that will automate a lot of daily cyber security work. We 
have some internal threat detection systems that work across both the deep web and dark web to alert us when our 
customers are having issues or when other threats emerge. As the threat environment changes, and as the threats, the 
countries and the different indicators of compromise change, we are constantly building and launching more of these 
tools. Our hopes are that these products, which collect information and transfer it back to both our Ground Station and 
Sputnik terminal, will help our customers better defend their information, systems and brands.

CEOCFO: Can we stop the hacking if we really try?
Mr. Krush: No, you will never stop hacking, but we can help you fight back. As long as there are people out there who 
develop technology, there will be people who can trick the technology. The world’s governments have also found hacking 
to be a fiscally responsible way to collect intelligence. It’s so much cheaper to break into an information system and steal 
R&D, technology, a password or anything that is highly sensitive compared to trying to pay a human and quite possibly 
have them lie to you. We have seen in a lot of intelligence reports that nation states are sponsoring cyber campaigns to 
break into where the high-payout data is stored. If you are a government organization or a large company that has this 
type of information, there will always be hackers who want that data, because that’s where the money is. But there are 
steps we can help you take that make you and your organization a less attractive, hardened target. 

CEOCFO: With so many companies in your industry, why choose Lunarline?
Mr. Krush: Many companies that have jumped into cyber security bandwagon and rebranded themselves as security 
experts have minimal practical security experience. However, Lunarline is a dedicated cyber security company. We’re not 
trying to break into other areas in IT. Security is all we do. It’s all we want to do. We are 100% focused on helping our 
clients securely navigate this ever more threatening cyber world. 


